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A professional wedding planner make memorable wedding planning for couple so that they always
remember it and discuss with other. For making best wedding planning they make nice decoration,
hire well photographer, choose nice dresses for couple and arrangement of food for guest. A few
years ago friends and family arrange all things for wedding planning but now a day every one want
perfect Wedding in India so they hire a wedding planner.

Wedding Planner work : A professional wedding organizer performs many tasks, before marriage
day, on the wedding day and event after finishing wedding ceremony. At first they meet to couple
and family member and try to know their dream.

An expert wedding planner not only takes advice from couple but also they add some special ideas
for making better. . Sometimes, couples may entirely let the wedding planner choose the various
elements of their wedding. However, mostly, both the wedding organizer as well as the coupleâ€™s
inputs is taken into consideration, when choosing the marriage elements. Here is a list of some of
the important of Wedding ideas and wedding planner work:

1) First choose wedding location try to search on local area and before choosing location at firs
show couple.

2) After choosing wedding themes wedding planers starts hiring vendors such as caterers,
photographers, decorators, florists, musicians and car rental providers.

3) Make guest list with the help of family member then invites.

4) Taking the bride and the groom for clothing trials as well as finalizing the dresses to be worn by
the bridesmaid, groomsmen, maid of honor as well as the best man.

5) Some wedding organizer may also ask to couple about honeymoon planning. If they are agreeing
then they arrange all things.

6) When wedding ceremony started at that day they focus on all area and check status for every
thing.

7) When finish wedding ceremony then cleaning up and ensuring that each vendor gets paid, also
comes under a wedding planner's job description.

Salary and qualification of wedding planner : Wedding planner salary depends on according
wedding ceremony. It means itâ€™s big and small. Typically, a professional in this field can charge
anywhere between ten to fifteen percent of the cost of the marriage.

If you want to educational degree then you can do it after finishing college course like diploma in
wedding planning. Although wedding qualification is not necessary. Working under an established
marriage planner and learning on the job is what will help you to learn more about this profession.
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Deepak Verma - About Author:
Get more info about a wedding planning ideas from a wedding planners like a wedding decoration
and flower decoration.
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